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The roots of our present airgun pellets production reach back to the 

1960s. In 1960 Mr. Cofek Stjepan, a pilot of the Military Academy and an 

expert for maintenance of mechanical machines, as well as an expert 

for airgun pellets production technology, started to construct his own 

technology for pellets production. The final version of this technology 

was completed in 1980. After a few years of test production the regular 

production started in 1984. These were the best airgun pellets produced 

in former Yugoslavia. Until 1989 the ammunition was produced for the 

needs of the Croatian Shooters’ Association and former Yugoslavian 

market. In the same year the production was interrupted due to unsta-

ble economic and political conditions in former Yugoslavia. 

In 1993, we established a new family-owned company in which Mr. 

Cofek Stjepan’s nephews Jože and Milan Cofek started the production 

of Airgun pellets with a newly developed technology. As a result, new 

Airgun pellets with commercial brand name “White pellets” were devel-

oped. The *WP* lead pellets, named “white” due to extreme metal shine 

of the pellets, have an excellent ballistic quality. Pellets have been at-

tested by the Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Defence of 

the Republic of Slovenia. Both attests, as well as the results of several 

satisfied shooters and competitors with *White pellets* during past 

years, confirm the excellent quality and Coal’s successful »different way 

to quality« in airgun pellets production. Today our product range cov-

ers production of many different types and calibres of airgun pellets.

With our own business processes, self-developed technology solu-

tions in manufacturing airgun pellets, long-term development strategy 

and innovative business orientation, we provide constant care on the 

quality of our products and services. We offer an ever-wider range of 

ammunition for air weapon and long-term successful cooperation with 

our business partners.

As one of leading European airgun pellets producer, our vision is a 

long-term business growth and creating even more innovative high-

quality airgun pellets and solutions in airgun pellets production, to meet 

the most demanding requirements of the users. In the future ... we will 

continue to direct our efforts in business excellence, with the aim to 

meet and exceed the expectations of each and every business partner 

and end-user, which is our obligation.

After more than 25 years of airgun pellets production, we would like 

to thank everyone who has enabled us to develop together and seek 

the best business solutions to meet the most demanding challenges, 

expectations and goals.

Tradition 
Our airgun pellets production was established as a family business...

Your Coal Team
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The Symbols

Labels with clean informations

caliber 

weight

for weapon energy

recommended to use

for ranges

quantity in tin (pcs.)

content of cardboard box (tins) 

hobby line pellets

sport line pellets

field line pellets

hunting line pellets

4,5mm|.177	

0,47g|7,25gr

7,5J

10m|11y

200		 500	

60		 24

recommended to use

typical color 
of product typ

for weapon energy

pellets name

brand name

company logo, 
web sites and 
country of origin

for distances

caliber

product code

pellets type

pellets 
quantity in tin

average weight 
of pellets

product name
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High quality materials
We use the best available materials in order to 
achieve high and constant quality of our products. 
The basic raw material for “WP” pellets and *Fenix 
line pellets* is clean, refined lead, and for “PSP” pel-
lets a combination of plastics material and metal 
where the metal is not in contact with the firearm 
bore. We thus ensure the basics for achieving the 
best ballistic qualities and long-term faultlessness 
of the firearm.
The basic package is a labelled tin. The selling and 
distribution package is a 3-layer cardboard box. 
Both, the basic as well as the selling and distribu-
tion packages are designed to protect the pellets 
and preserve its quality.

Clean airgun pellets
Our airgun pellets are made from clean, refined 
lead, without admixture, which could affect the oxi-
dation. Thanks to special technological processing, 
our pellets are clean, free of dirt and with extreme 
metal shine. Your hands stay clean and what is the 
most important, dirt, which could affect the func-
tioning of the weapon, does not accumulate in the 
weapon mechanism and weapon tube. Faultless op-
eration and long lifetime of the weapon is assured.

Guiding edges of the ammunition
Accurate and sharp edges ensure minimal fric-
tion between the pellet and the weapon bore. This 
enables the best efficiency of the firearm’s power 
(pressure) and thus the best possible velocity of the 
missile and the least burdening of the firearm’s bore.

Position and sealing of the pellet 
in the weapon bore
Over-sized and properly designed pellet skirt en-
sures excellent sealing between the pellet and 
the bore and therefore there is no loss of the 
firearm’s power (pressure). Thus a constant initial 
velocity (Vo) of all pellets is achieved.

Excellent pellets weight equality & accuracy
Coal airgun pellets have an excellent weight equality 
and accuracy. In each production lot we guarantee 
+/- 4 milligrams (0,004 g) of discrepancy in weight at 
the most by the 4.5 mm (.177) pellets  or +/- 5 mil-
ligrams (0,005 g) by the 5.5 mm (.22) pellets. All Coal 
airgun pellets branded “White pellets” corresponding 
to the above described equality and accuracy of the 
pellets weight. We thus achieve the highest possible 
ballistic accuracy of the pellet.

Products quality ... the facts about our advantages
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Products quality ... the facts about our advantages
The best ballistic properties
Because of the presented qualities, our pellets 
have excellent ballistic results. Its characteristics 
are constant and high velocity of pellets and excel-
lent shot groups.
The testing of “WP” pellets performed by the Min-
istry of the Interior of the Republic of Slovenia and 
the comparative testing of the Ministry of Defence 
of the Republic of Slovenia, as well as reference re-
sults of shooters using “White Pellets”, such as 1st, 
2nd and 3rd places on National championships in 
Slovenia and the results on International competi-
tions confirm the high quality and ballistic qualities                                                      
of “White Pellets”.

User friendly and robust „screw-on” tins
The new “screw-on” tins provide better protec-
tion of the content due to their robustness. Screw 
opening allows easy opening/closing. By the end of 
the year 2013 the new “screw-on” tins will be used 
for all of our products. Ordinary tins, sealed with 
tape will remain in our offer as an optional package.

the year 2013 the new “screw-on” tins will be used 
for all of our products. Ordinary tins, sealed with 
tape will remain in our offer as an optional package.

5 steps of product quality control
Product quality is of great importance for us. We 
achieve high and constant quality with our quality 
control in 5 steps, which was developed based on 
experience. We control: raw materials, manufactur-
ing processes, products in the phase of manufac-
turing process, final products with technical, bal-
listic and visual control.
We devote a lot of attention to remove materials 
and products of unsuitable quality. An important 
tool for this is also visual control, which is irre-
placeable in mass production of pellets. The thor-
oughness of control is marked for each product 
inside the cartons. This self-developed 5-phase 
control ensures the high quality of our products.

Our quality guarantee
We assure weight equality of “WP” pellets with 
minimum of discrepancy.
Minimal discrepancy in velocity of each missile.
The “WP” pellet shall achieve the highest velocity 
in comparison to lead pellets of other producers 
when using the same weight of the lead pellet and 
the same airgun. 
Long term quality of the pellets.
Faultless operation and longer lifeline of the fire-
arm when using our products.  
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Extreme pellets
We have developed completely New heavy pellets for shooting 
purposes only with realy strong airguns, does not matter if it 
spring operated, PCP airguns or others.  They are available in 
caliber 4.5/.177 and 5.5 /.22 with different head forms. 
Catalogue pages 18-19.

Would you like to have 
your own designed pellets? 
Would you like to have your own designed pellets? 
Then you found the right partner for your idea. You can choose 
between the options of your own designed boxes, the choice of 
shape and weight of pellets, the type and size of the packaging... 
No matter what your ideas are, we will realize them. Tell us about 
your ideas, make them come true! 

New Lead free pellets 
A great novelty in our offer is also the high quality two 
component Lead free pellets manufactured by Elko Hungary. 
With the representative of the manufacturer, we took over the 
entire sale of this producer’s products. There are available eight 
different pellets in the calibres 4.5/.177 and 5.5/.22.
Check out this great offer ! Pages 30–33.
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Lead and Lead free airgun pellets, BB’s
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4,5mm|.177	

0,50g|7,72gr

≤16J

≤25m|27y

500	

24

Base line pellets

The “SPEEDY” airgun pellets 
... great fun for a low budget!
With semi domed head are the “SPEEDY” airgun pellets in calibre 
4,5 mm/.177 an entry level plinking pellets, specially designed 
for airgun shooting for fun. These pellets with uncompromising 
competitive price enables for all shooters great fun for a low budget. 
Although this are an entry level pellets the aerodynamic domed 
shape of pellet allows precise shots up to medium distances. The 
pellets can also be used for air weapons with rotary magazine. 
Packed in durable plastic screw top box, 500 pieces in each. 
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4,5mm|.177	

0,45g|6,94gr

7,5J

≤15m|16y

500	

24

4,5mm|.177	

0,52g|8,02gr

≤16J

≤25m|27y

500	

24

4,5mm|.177	

0,52g|8,02gr

≤16J

≤25m|27y

500	

24

Starter line pellets

Starter Wadcutter
This low budget lightweight airgun pellets with flat head are designed 
for all those shooters who do not want spend a lot of money for 
pellets, but want to enjoy the hobby and quality “plinking” shooting. 
Recommended to use for in 7,5 J air pistols and rifles at distances up 
to 15 meters / 16 yards.

Starter Domed
This low budget lightweight airgun pellets with semi-domed head 
are designed for  all those shooters who do not want spend a lot of 
money for pellets, but want to enjoy the hobby and quality “plinking” 
outdoor shooting. Recommended to use in air pistols and rifles with 
energy 7,5 J-16 J at distances up to 25 meters / 27 yards.

Starter Pointed
This low budget lightweight airgun pellets with pointed head are 
designed for all those shooters who do not want spend a lot of 
money for pellets, but want to enjoy the hobby and quality “plinking” 
outdoor shooting. Recommended to use in air pistols and rifles with 
energy 7,5 J-16 J at distances up to 25 meters / 27 yards.
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Hobby line pellets

Basic
»Basic« pellets is a basic flat head pellet type made from lead. It is 
suitable for hobby shooters and teaching beginners, because of fa-
vourable ratio between price and quality. Caliber 4.5 (.177), lightweight, 
for muzzle energy 7.5 J.

Sport line pellets

Rapid Action
»Rapid Action« pellets has been specially developed for Action Shoot-
ing, where air weapons operate with CO2 gas or compressed air, as 
well as magazines for more pellets, rotary clips, etc. The pellet di-
mensions are carefully adapted to the magazine’s inside diameters, 
therefore the pellets don’t fall out from magazine. Due to this char-
acteristic, »Rapid Action« pellets are the perfect solution for hobby 
shooters and action shooters. Caliber 4.5 (.177), flat head, for muzzle 
energy up to 16 J.

4,5mm|.177	

0,47g|7,25gr

7,5J

10m|11y

200		 500	

60		 24

4,5mm|.177	

0,48g|7,41gr

≤16J

≤25m|27y

200		 500	

60		 24
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Sport line pellets

Classic
»Classic« pellets is a model intended for sport shooting. It is an in-
expensive and highly accurate pellet suitable for beginners, as well as 
for experienced shooter’s trainings. Flat head, medium weight, caliber 
4.5 mm (.177) and 5.5 mm (.22).

We also provide packaging 
in tins of 100 pieces 
of 4.5 mm / .177 pellets 
or 50 pieces of 5.5 mm / .22 pellets, 
or as promo designed pellets 
for your company. 
Ask for an offer!

4,5mm|.177	

0,50g|7,72gr

7,5J

10m|11y

500	

24

5,5mm|.22	

0,80g|12,34gr

≤25J

≤25m|27y

100	 250	 500

60		 24	 18
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Sport line pellets

Normal
»Normal« pellets is specially designed for competitions. It is a pellet 
carefully controlled with our self-developed control process. Because 
of this control, this ammunition achieves excellent weight accuracy, 
initial speed and accuracy of each shot. Several first places were 
achieved using this ammunition at official national and international 
competitions. We offer these pellets in calibre 4.5 mm (.177) in various 
weights for pistol and rifle Olympic disciplines and three exact cali-
bres 4,49 mm, 4.50 mm and 4,51 mm. 

4,5mm|.177	

0,49g|7,56gr

7,5J

10m|11y

500	

24

4,5mm|.177	

0,52g|8,02gr

7,5J

10m|11y

500	

24

MATCH!
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Field line pellets

Field
»Field« pellets with a domed head is intended for field use, but it 
is also usable for hunters. Designed with wadcutter rim. Accurate 
pellets in calibre 4.5 mm (.177) and 5.5 mm (.22), for medium and long-
range, maximum initial velocity, tightest shot group. 

5,5mm|.22	

1,00g|15,43gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

100	 250	 500

60		 24	 18

4,5mm|.177	

0,56g|8,64gr

≤25J

≤50m|55y

200	 500	

60	 24

13

We also provide packaging 
in tins of 80 pieces 
of 4.5 mm / .177 pellets 
or 40 pieces of 5.5 mm / .22 pellets. 
Ask for an offer!
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Field line pellets

Field Target
As a result of a longer development cycle in the company, we have de-
veloped the brand new FIELD TARGET airgun pellets in calibre 4,5 mm 
/ .177 and 5.5 mm / .22 featuring a domed head with wadcutter rim, 
specially designed for the Field Target discipline.   
The aerodynamic shape, as well as the precise constancy of pellet 
weight (with only +/- 0.003 grams of deviation between pellets) en-
sures excellent speed consistency, pellet stability, incredible accuracy 
and the tightest shot groups.** Intended for medium ranges up to 50 
metres/yards. Available in a special calibres 4.49 mm, 4.50 mm, 4.52 
mm and 5.49 mm, 5.50 mm, 5.52 mm. Packed in screwable tins.

• uniform, clean pellets
• excellent weight equality +/- 0.003 g ( 0.046 grains) 
 between pellets (by 4.5 mm / .177)
• ** Shot group / 5 shots:
 10 m indoor / 5.9 mm (0.023 inches) edge to edge / 
 Rifle Walther LG 300 XT / 7,5J (by 4.5 mm / .177)
 25 m outdoor / 13.2 mm ( 0.52 inches) edge to edge / 
 Rifle Hämmerli AR20 FT / 16 J (by 4.5 mm / .177)
• clean target cutting

Special calibres offer and order codes:

5,5mm|.22	

1,00g|15,43gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

250

24

4,5mm|.177	

0,56g|8,64gr

≤25J

≤50m|55y

500	

24

4.50 mm / 500WPFT45-1
4.49 mm / 500WPFT45-2
4.52 mm / 500WPFT45-3

5.50 mm / 250WPFT55-1
5.49 mm / 250WPFT55-2
5.52 mm / 250WPFT55-3
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4,5mm|.177	

0,54g|8,33gr

≤16J

≤25m|27y

500	

24

5,5mm|.22	

0,95g|14,66gr

≤25J

≤50m|55y

250	

24

Hunting line pellets

Hollow Point pellets 4.5 mm / .177
Ideal for the purpose of hunting!
This is medium weight pellet with Hollow point head and standard 
ribbed skirt form. High precision at medium distances and with flat 
trajectory. Due to the shape of the head and large deformation of 
the pellet has a strong effect on the target. Ideal for the purpose of 
hunting.

Hollow Point pellets 5.5 mm / .22
Ideal for the purpose of hunting!
This is medium weight pellet with Hollow point head and standard 
ribbed skirt form. High precision at medium distances and with flat 
trajectory. Due to the shape of the head and large deformation of 
the pellet has a strong effect on the target. Ideal for the purpose of 
hunting.
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Fenix line pellets Revolution ... the perfect hunting pellets.

Hunting line pellets

FX450
»Fenix line« pellets in calibres 4.5 mm/.177 are intended for airgun 
marksmen, especially for hunting, but usable also by field target. The 
brand new carefully designed and accurate pellets, with excellent bal-
listic properties assure success for all users. Heavy weight, for long 
range. The perfect hunting pellets.

FX550
»Fenix line« pellets in calibres 5.5 mm / .22 are intended for airgun 
marksmen, especially for hunting, but usable also by field target. The 
brand new carefully designed and accurate pellets, with excellent bal-
listic properties assure success for all users. Heavy weight, for long 
range. The perfect hunting pellets.

4,5mm|.177	

0,62g|9,57gr

≤25J

≤50m|55y

500	

24

5,5mm|.22

1,10g|16,98gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

250	

24

brand new carefully designed and accurate pellets, with excellent bal-
listic properties assure success for all users. Heavy weight, for long 
range. The perfect hunting pellets.
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Hunting line pellets

Pointed
»Pointed« pellets is our most popular pellet for hunting. The overall 
length of the pellets provides the best ballistic properties and shot 
group. Maximum initial velocity. Designed with wadcutter rim. Medi-
um-weight pellets, available in 4.5 mm/.177 and 5.5 mm/.22 caliber.

5,5mm|.22	

1,00g|15,43gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

100	 250	 500

60		 24	 18

4,5mm|.177	

0,58g|8,95gr

≤25J

≤50m|55y

200	 500	

60	 24

We also provide packaging 
in tins of 80 pieces 
of 4.5 mm / .177 pellets 
or 40 pieces of 5.5 mm / .22 pellets. 
Ask for an offer!
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NEW!NEW!NEW!
4,5mm|.177	

0,675g|10,42gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

400	

24

4,5mm|.177	

0,675g|10,42gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

400	

24

4,5mm|.177	

0,750g|11,57gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

400	

24

Hunting line pellets

NEW!
Xtreme ft
New heavy pellets for shooting purposes only with really strong 
spring operated, PCP and other airguns. Suitable for medium and 
long distances up to +50m. Heavy domed head accurate pellets, 
0.675 gram / 10,42 grain  weight, suitable for field target and hunting.

Xtreme ht
New heavy pellets for shooting purposes only with really strong 
spring operated, PCP and other airguns. Suitable for medium and 
long distances up to +50m. Heavy pointed head accurate pellets, 
0.675 gram / 10,42 grain  weight, suitable for hunting.

Xtreme fx
New heavy pellets for shooting purposes only with really strong 
spring operated, PCP and other airguns. Suitable for medium and long 
distances up to +50m. Heavy parabolical head accurate pellets, with 
double fx circle, 0.750 gram / 11,57 grain  weight, suitable hunting with 
extreme shock effect on the target.

NEW!NEW!
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NEW!NEW!NEW!
5,5mm|.22	

1,350g|20,84gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

200	

24

5,5mm|.22	

1,350g|20,84gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

200	

24

5,5mm|.22	

1,500g|23,14gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

200	

24

Hunting line pellets

NEW!
Xtreme ft
New heavy pellets for shooting purposes only with really strong 
spring operated, PCP and other airguns. Suitable for medium and 
long distances up to +50m. Heavy domed head accurate pellets, 
1.350 gram / 20,84 grain  weight, suitable for field target and hunting.

Xtreme ht
New heavy pellets for shooting purposes only with really strong 
spring operated, PCP and other airguns. Suitable for medium and 
long distances up to +50m. Heavy pointed head accurate pellets, 
1.350 gram / 20,84 grain  weight, suitable for hunting.

Xtreme fx
New heavy pellets for shooting purposes only with really strong 
spring operated, PCP and other airguns. Suitable for medium and long 
distances up to +50m. Heavy parabolical head accurate pellets, with 
double fx circle, 1.500 gram / 23,14 grain  weight, suitable hunting with 
extreme shock effect on the target.

NEW!NEW!
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Hunting line pellets

Heavy Pointed
This powerfull pellets is intended for hunting with high-powered rifles, 
such as PCP rifles. Due to its heavy weight have this pellet great 
impact effect. This pellets is remarkably effective at wide-ranges. 
Pellet with a pointed head and a smooth skirt.

Heavy Domed
This new powerfull pellets is intended for hunting with high-powered 
rifles, such as PCP rifles. Due to its heavy weight have this pellet 
great impact effect. This pellets is remarkably effective at wide-
ranges. Pellet with a domed head and a smooth skirt.

6,35mm|.25	

2,00g|30,86gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

125	 	

24	

6,35mm|.25	

2,00g|30,86gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

125	 	

24	
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These two premium highly polished precision steel BB shots 4.5 mm/. 
177 BBs are precision made to exacting standards to give the maximum 
accuracy, power and performance in Co2 / air pistols & rifles that are 
designed to use steel .177 BB’s. Comes in two finish – copper coated and 
zinc coated, for more velocity, increased distance, better accuracy and 
high penetration. Packed 750 pcs. into metal box with screwable top.

Premium Steel BB shots
More velocity, better accuracy 
and high penetration.

4,5mm|.177	

0,35g|5,40gr

≤16J

≤25m|27y

750	

24

4,5mm|.177	

0,35g|5,40gr

≤16J

≤25m|27y

750	

24
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Hunting line pellets

200PMP
The 200PMP pellets in 4.5/.177 calibre are extremly fast, powerful and 
accurate pellets on the long distances, suitable for all purpuses of 
hunting ( where is hunting allowed with airguns). Special recomanded 
use for PCP airguns and stronger spring operated airguns. Packed 
200 pcs. in screw top tins.

150PMP
The 150PMP pellets in 4.5/.177 calibre are havier pellets, therefore 
extremly stable on the longer distances, accurate and powerful, suit-
able for all purpuses of hunting ( where is hunting allowed with air-
guns). Special recomanded use for PCP airguns and stronger spring 
operated airguns. Packed 150 pcs. in screw top tins.

4,5mm|.177	

0,52g|8,02gr

≤25J

≤50m|55y

150	 	

50	

4,5mm|.177	

0,37g|5,80gr

≤25J

≤50m|55y

200	 	

50	

The PMP pellets in calibres 4.5/.177 (plastic metal pellets) comes in two different types. 
Lead free pellets, made from metal head, pressed into plastic body of the pellet.
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Hunting line pellets

100PMP
The 100PMP pellets in 5.5/.22 calibre are fast, powerful and accurate 
pellets on the long distances, suitable for all purpuses of hunting 
(where is hunting allowed with airguns). Special recomanded use for 
strong PCP and spring operated airguns. Packed 100 pcs. in screw 
top tins.

80PMP
The 80PMP pellets in 5.5/.22 calibre are havier pellets, extremly stable by 
the  outer weather impacts, such as the winds, accurate and powerful im-
pact on the longer distances, suitable for all purpuses of hunting (where is 
hunting allowed with airguns). Special recomanded use for strong PCP and 
spring operated airguns. Packed 80 pcs. in screw top tins.

5,5mm|.22	

1,17g|17,15gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

80	 	

50	

5,5mm|.22	

0,65g|10,04gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

100	 	

50	

The PMP pellets in calibres 5.5/.22 (plastic metal pellets) comes in two different types. 
Lead free pellets, made from metal head, pressed into plastic body of the pellet.
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	 6 PACK product	code	 Consist	of	tubes	/	 pcs.	/	 tubes	/	 pcs.	rack	 pellets	/
 TUBE SAMPLES	 &	calibre	 pellets	samples	 tube	 rack	 in	card.box	 card.box

	 	 	 Pointed 4.5
 HUNTING  FX450 4.5
	 & FIELD	 6TS-HF45 Field 4.5 

40 6 8 1920	 LINE	 4.5 mm /.177 Field Target 4.49
 PELLETS  Field Target 4.50
   Field Target 4.52

   Basic 4.5
	 SPORT &	 	 Classic 4.5
	 COMPETITION	 6TS-SC45 Rapid Action 4.5 

40 6 8 1920	 LINE	 4.5 mm /.177 Normal Pistol 4.49
 PELLETS  Normal Rifle 4.50
   Normal Rifle 4.51 

   Normal Pistol 4.49
   Normal Pistol 4.50
	

COMPETITION
	 6TS-CP45 Normal Pistol 4.51 

40 6 8 1920	
LINE

	 4.5 mm /.177 Normal Rifle 4.49
 

PELLETS
  Normal Rifle 4.50

   Normal Rifle 4.51

   Classic 5.5
 SPORT &  Pointed 5.5
	 FIELD	 6TS-SF55 FX 550 

30 6 8 1440	 LINE	 5.5 mm /.22 Field 5.49
 PELLETS  Field 5.50
   Field 5.51

	 	 	

   Field Target 4.52

   Basic 4.5

   Normal Rifle 4.51 

   Normal Pistol 4.49
   Normal Pistol 4.50

   Normal Rifle 4.51

   Classic 5.5

   Field 5.51

4 different Airgun pellets six-pack tube samples
Selecting the best pellet to suit your gun, and for the particular purpose intended, usually means having to buy a lot of 
pellets. We offer a simple and cost-effective solution with the pellet sampler packs - Six pack tube samples.
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4 types airgun pellets 4.5/.177
Here we offer packing solution for 4 tipes 
of airgun pellets. The pellets group consist 
of Starter Wadccutter, Pointed, Domed and 
the Hollow point pellets in 4.5/.177. Packing: 4 
pcs. “screw top” tins in each 250 pcs. pellets, 
packed in strech foil, bottom of packing 
white paperboard. Costum packing solution: 
Tins labels and white paperboard designed 
by you, can be used as special advertising for 
your company. 

4 pack’s packing solution

4 types PMP airgun pellets
The PMP pellets (plastic metal pelets) comes 
also in 4 pack's. Two tins 4.5/.177 pellets and 
two 5.5/.22 pellets. The pellets group consist 
of 200PMP, 150 PMP, 100PMP and 80PMP 
typ of pellets. Packing: 4 pcs. “screw top” 
tins, packed in strech foil, bottom of packing 
white paperboard.

4 types airgun pellets 5.5/.22
We continue our popular 4 pack's pellets 
solution in 4.5/.177 with 4 pack's in caliber 
5.5/.22. The pellets group consist of Classic, 
Pointed, Domed and the Hollow point pellets 
in 5.5/.22 caliber. Packing: 4 pcs. “screw top” 
tins in each 125 pcs. pellets, packed in strech 
foil, bottom of packing white paperboard. 
Costum packing solution: Tins labels and 
white paperboard designed by you, can be 
used as special advertising for your company.
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Summarized product information
Product	 	 Calibre	 Product		 Pellet			 Pellet			 Pellets		 Tin			 Tin	typ		 Tins			 Pellets			 Cardboard	box		 Cardboard	
Informations	 	 mm	(“)	 code	 weight/	 weight/	 in	tin/	 weight/	 diametre/	 quantity/	 quantity/	 dimensions/	 box	weight/
	 	 	 	 gram	 grain	 pcs.	 gram	 mm	 Card.box	 Card.box	 mm	 kg

BASE LINE PELLETS
Speedy	Semi	Domed	 	 4.5(.177)	 500SYD45	 0,50	 7,72	 500	 269	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,6

STARTER LINE PELLETS
Starter	Wadcutter	Diabolo	 		 4.5(.177)	 500SW45	 0,45	 6,94	 500	 244	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,0
Starter	Domed	Diabolo		 	 4.5(.177)	 500SD45	 0,52	 8,02	 500	 279	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,8
Starter	Pointed	Diabolo		 	 4.5(.177)	 500SP45	 0,52	 8,02	 500	 279	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x96	 6,8
HOBBY LINE PELLETS
Basic	500	WP	 	 4.5(.177)	 500WPB45	 0,47	 7,25	 500	 254	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,2	
Basic	200	WP	 	 4.5(.177)	 200WPB45	 0,47	 7,25	 200	 105	 R50x18	 60	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,4
Rapid	Action	500	WP	 	 4.5	(.177)	 500WPRA45	 0,48	 7,41	 500	 259	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,3
Rapid	Action	200	WP	 	 4.5(.177)	 200WPRA45	 0,48	 7,41	 200	 107	 R50x18	 60	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,5
SPORT LINE PELLETS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Classic	500	WP	 	 4.5(.177)	 500WPC45	 0,50	 7,72	 500	 269	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,6	
Classic	500	WP	 	 5.5(.22)	 500WPC55	 0,80	 12,34	 500	 423	 R66x32		 18	 9000	 235x155x95	 7,7	
Classic	250	WP		 	 5.5(.22)	 250WPC55	 0,80	 12,34	 250	 219	 R66x22	SO	 24	 6000	 235x155x95	 5,4	
Classic	100	WP		 	 5.5(.22)	 100WPC55	 0,80	 12,34	 100	 91	 R50x18	 60	 6000	 235x155x95	 5,5	
Normal	Pistol	WP	500	 	 4.50(.177)	 500WPN45-P	 0,49	 7,56	 500	 264	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,4	
Normal	Pistol	WP	500	 	 4.49(.177)	 500WPN45-P2	 0,49	 7,56	 500	 264	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,4	
Normal	Pistol	WP	500	 	 4.51(.177)	 500WPN45-P3	 0,49	 7,56	 500	 264	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,4	
Normal	Rifle	WP	500	 	 4.50(.177)	 500WPN45-R	 0,52	 8,02	 500	 279	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,8	
Normal	Rifle	WP	500	 	 4.49(.177)	 500WPN45-R2	 0,52	 8,02	 500	 279	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,8	
Normal	Rifle	WP	500	 	 4.51(.177)	 500WPN45-R3	 0,52	 8,02	 500	 279	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 6,8

Product	 Calibre	 Product		 Rack			 Rack			 Pellets		 Rack		 Tubes		 Rack			 Pellets			 Cardboard	box		 Cardboard	
Informations	 mm	(“)	 code	 weight/	 weight/	 in	tube/	 dimensions/	 quantity/	 quantity/	 quantity/	 dimensions/	 box	weight/
SIX PACK TUBE SAMPLES	 	 	 gram	 oz	 pcs.	 LxHxW	mm	 Rack	 Card	box	 Card.box	 mm	 kg
Hunting	&	Field	line	pellets		 4.5(.177)	 6TS-HF45	 177,00	 6,24	 40	 146x90x25	 6	 8	 1920	 235x155x95	 1,5
Sport	&	Competition	line	pellets	 4.5(.177)	 6TS-SC45	 160,00	 5,64	 40	 146x90x25	 6	 8	 1920	 235x155x95	 1,4
Competition	line	pellets	 4.5(.177)	 6TS-CP45	 162,00	 5,71	 40	 146x90x25	 6	 8	 1920	 235x155x95	 1,4
Sport	&	Field	line	pellets	 5.5(.22)	 6TS-SF55	 218,00	 7,69	 30	 146x90x25	 6	 8	 1440	 235x155x95	 1,9

4 PACK x 250 pcs. pellets-A
4	PACK	x	250	pcs.	pellets-A		 4.5(.177)	 4P250WP45-A	 512,50	 7901		 250	 100x21x100	 4	 10	 10000	 210x110x110	 5,2
4	PACK	x	125	pcs.	pellets-B	 5.5(.22)	 4P125WP55-B	 492	 7592	 125	 100x21x100	 4	 10	 5000	 210x110x110	 4,9
4	PACK	PMP	pellets-C	4.5	&5.5	 177&.22	 4PPMP4555-C	 335	 5170	 dif	 100x21x100	 4	 10	 5300	 210x110x110	 3,5
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Product	 	 Calibre	 Product		 Pellet			 Pellet			 Pellets		 Tin			 Tin	typ		 Tins			 Pellets			 Cardboard	box		 Cardboard	
Informations	 	 mm	(“)	 code	 weight/	 weight/	 in	tin/	 weight/	 diametre/	 quantity/	 quantity/	 dimensions/	 box	weight/
	 	 	 	 gram	 grain	 pcs.	 gram	 mm	 Card.box	 Card.box	 mm	 kg

HUNTING LINE PELLETS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Hollow	Point	500	WP	 	 4.5(.177)	 500WPH45	 0,54	 8,33	 500	 289	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 7,0
Hollow	Point	250	WP	 	 5.5(.22)	 250WPH55	 0,95	 14,66	 250	 257	 R66x22	SO	 246000	 235x155x95	 6,3
FX450	 	 4.5(.177)	 FX450	 0,62	 9,57	 500	 329	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 8,0	
FX550	 	 5.5(.22)	 FX550	 1,10	 16,98	 250	 294	 R66x22	SO	 24	 6000	 235x155x95	 7,2	
Pointed	500	WP	 	 4.5(.177)	 500WPP45	 0,58	 8,95	 500	 309	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 7,5	
Pointed	200	WP	 	 4.5(.177)	 200WPP45	 0,58	 8,95	 200	 127	 R50x18	 60	 12000	 235x155x95	 7,7	
Pointed	500	WP	 	 5.5(.22)	 500WPP55	 1,00	 15,43	 500	 523	 R66x32	SO	 18	 9000	 235x155x95	 9,5	
Pointed	250	WP	 	 5.5(.22)	 250WPP55	 1,00	 15,43	 250	 269	 R66x22	SO	 24	 6000	 235x155x95	 6,6	
Pointed	100	WP	 	 5.5(.22)	 100WPP55	 1,00	 15,43	 100	 111	 R50x18	 60	 6000	 235x155x95	 6,7
Xtreme	ft	 New!	 4.5(.177)	 400XFT45	 0,675	 10,42	 400	 290	 R66x22	SO	 24	 9600	 235x155x95	 7,1
Xtreme	ht	 New!	 4.5(.177)	 400XHT45	 0,675	 10,42	 400	 290	 R66x22	SO	 24	 9600	 235x155x95	 7,1
Xtreme	fx	 New!	 4.5(.177)	 400XFX45	 0,750	 11,57	 400	 320	 R66x22	SO	 24	 9600	 235x155x95	 7,8
Xtreme	ft	 New!	 5.5(.22)	 200XFT55	 1,350	 20,84	 200	 290	 R66x22	SO	 24	 9600	 235x155x95	 7,1
Xtreme	ht	 New!	 5.5(.22)	 200XHT55	 1,350	 20,84	 200	 290	 R66x22	SO	 24	 9600	 235x155x95	 7,1
Xtreme	fx	 New!	 5.5(.22)	 200XFX55	 1,500	 23,14	 200	 320	 R66x22	SO	 24	 9600	 235x155x95	 7,8
200PMP	 	 4.5(.177)	 200PMP45	 0,37	 5,80	 200	 80	 R54x18	SO	 50	 10000	 225x115x95	 4,1
150PMP	 	 4.5(.177)	 150PMP45	 0,52	 8,02	 150	 83	 R54x18	SO	 50	 7500	 225x115x110	 4,3
100PMP	 	 5.5(.22)	 100PMP55	 0,65	 10,04	 100	 73	 R54x18	SO	 50	 5000	 225x115x110	 3,8
80PMP	 	 5.5(.22)	 80PMP55	 1,17	 17,15	 80	 95	 R54x18	SO	 50	 4000	 225x115x110	 4,9	
Heavy	Pointed	125	WP	 	 6.35(.25)	 125WPHP635	 2,00	 30,86	 125	 269	 R66x22	SO	 24	 3000	 235x155x95	 6,6
Heavy	Domed	125	WP	 	 6.35(.25)	 125WPHP635	 2,00	 30,86	 125	 269	 R66x22	SO	 24	 3000	 235x155x95	 6,6

FIELD LINE PELLETS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Field	500	WP	 	 4.5(.177)	 500WPF45	 0,56	 8,64	 500	 299	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 7,3	
Field	200	WP	 	 4.5(.177)	 200WPF45	 0,56	 8,64	 200	 123	 R50x18	 60	 12000	 235x155x95	 7,5
Field	Target	500	WP	 	 4.50(.177)	 500WPFT45-1	 0,56	 8,64	 500	 299	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 7,3
Field	Target	500	WP	 	 4.49(.177)	 500WPFT45-2	 0,56	 8,64	 500	 299	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 7,3
Field	Target	500	WP	 	 4.52(.177)	 500WPFT45-3	 0,56	 8,64	 500	 299	 R66x22	SO	 24	 12000	 235x155x95	 7,3
Field	500	WP	 	 5.5(.22)	 500WPF55	 1,00	 15,43	 500	 523	 R66x32	SO	 18	 9000	 235x155x95	 9,5
Field	250	WP	 	 5.5(.22)	 250WPF55	 1,00	 15,43	 250	 269	 R66x22	SO	 24	 6000	 235x155x95	 6,6
Field	100	WP	 	 5.5(.22)	 100WPF55	 1,00	 15,43	 100	 111	 R50x18	 60	 6000	 235x155x95	 6,7
Field	Target	250	WP		 	 5.50(.22)	 250WPFT55-1	 1,00	 15,43	 250	 269	 R66x22	SO	 24	 6000	 235x155x95	 6,6
Field	Target	250	WP		 	 5.49(.22)	 250WPFT55-2	 1,00	 15,43	 250	 269	 R50x18	 24	 6000	 235x155x95	 6,6
Field	Target	250	WP		 	 5.52(.22)	 250WPFT55-3	 1,00	 15,43	 250	 269	 R66x22	SO	 24	 6000	 235x155x95	 6,6

BB SHOTS
Premium	Steel	BB’s	zinc	c.	 	 4.5(.177)	 750BBZ45	 0,35	 5,40	 750	 282	 R66x22	SO	 24	 18000	 235x155x95	 6,9
Premium	Steel	BB’s	copper	c.		 4.5(.177)	 750BBC45	 0,35	 5,40	 750	 282	 R66x22	SO	 24	 18000	 235x155x95	 6,9
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Standard packaging
The basic package is a labelled tin. The selling and distribution pack-
age is a 3-layer cardboard box. Both, the basic and the selling and 
distribution packages are designed to protect the pellets and pre-
serve its quality.

Optional packaging
We offer new possibilities for product packaging in strech foil or blis-
terpack in accordance with your needs.
Strech foil is used to pack more tins (eg. 4 or 10 tins) which are then 
completed in cardboard boxes. Blisterpack with 1 to 4 pcs. tins is 
intended for markets, which use this form of packaging for the sale 
and purchase of airgun pellets.
Both additional offers include an extra charge. For an individual offer 
send us your inquiry.

Transport packaging
For land and overseas transportation of our products we use wood-
en Euro-pallets of 120 cm x 80 cm size. The load height of the pal-
lets is up to 70 cm, the maximum load weight is 1000 kg. Fully loaded 
Euro-pallet contains 125 – 150 cardboard boxes of airgun pellets 
(depending on the type of pellets loaded). The cardboard boxes are 
properly secured by outer packaging.

Distributors
Our distributors worldwide can be found on our website 
www.the-airgun-pellets.com.

Max
5-6rows

1000kg
max.

Coal‘s packaging & 
transportation solutions
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NEW!Lead free airgun pellets

NEW!
With the representative of the ELKO Kft. manufacturer, 
we took over the entire sale of this producer’s products.
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NEW!
4,5mm|.177	

0,35g|5,7gr

≤25J

≤40m|44y

200	

100

Hunting line pellets

Orange Express
Orange Express is 4.5 /.177 calibre lead free  pellet 
with pointed head. Duo component pellet with extreme 
penetration due the hiper velocity of this pellet. Packed 
into transparent plastic screw top box 200 pcs.

Golden Magnum
Golden Magnum is 4.5 /.177 calibre lead free  pellet 
with pointed head. Duo component medium weight 
pellet provides stable and straight flight. Packed into 
transparent plastic screw top box 150 pcs.

4,5mm|.177	

0,55g|8,5gr

≤25J

≤40m|44y

150	

100NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!
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NEW!
4,5mm|.177	

0,58g|9,0gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

150	

100

Hunting line pellets

Xtreme
Xtreme is 4.5 /.177 calibre lead free pellet with 
parabolical head. Duo component heavy weight pellet 
with xtreme shock effect. Packed into transparent 
plastic screw top box 150 pcs.

Blue Short
Blue Short is 4.5 /.177 calibre lead free short pellet with 
pointed head. Duo component light weight pellet suitable 
for guns with magazines. Packed into transparent plastic 
screw top box 250 pcs.

4,5mm|.177	

0,41g|6,4gr

≤25J

≤40m|44y

250	

100NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!
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NEW!
4,5mm|.177	

0,28g|4,2gr

≤16J

≤25m|27y

200	

100

Sport line pellets

Green Match
Green Match is 4.5 /.177 calibre lead free flat head 
pellet. One component light weight pellet suitable 
for sport shooting. Packed into transparent plastic 
screw top box 200 pcs.

Pointed Match
Pointed Match is 4.5 /.177 calibre lead free pointed 
head pellet. One component light weight pellet 
suitable for sport shooting. Packed into plastic 
screw top box 200 pcs.

4,5mm|.177	

0,25g|3,8gr

≤16J

≤25m|27y

200	

100NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!
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NEW!
5,5mm|.22	

0,67g|10,3gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

100	

100

Hunting line pellets

Green Express
Green Express is 5.5 /.22 calibre lead free hipper velocity 
pellet with pointed head. Duo component light weight 
pellet with extreme penetration. Packed into transparent 
plastic screw top box 100 pcs.

Red Magnum
Red Magnum is 5.5 /.22 calibre lead free heavy weight 
pellet with pointed head. Duo component pellet with 
xtreme shock effect. Packed into transparent plastic 
screw top box 125 pcs.

5,5mm|.22	

1,08g|16,7gr

≤40J

≤50m|55y

125	

100NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!
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Product	 	 Calibre	 Product		 Pellet			 Pellet			 Pellets		 Box			 Box	typ		 Box			 Pellets			 Cardboard	box		 Cardboard	
Informations	 	 mm	(“)	 code	 weight/	 weight/	 in	tin/	 weight/	 diametre/	 quantity/	 quantity/	 dimensions/	 box	weight/
	 	 	 	 gram	 grain	 pcs.	 gram	 mm	 Card.box	 Card.box	 mm	 kg

ELKO LEAD FREE PELLETS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Orange	Express	 New!	 4.5(.177)	 200EOE45	 0,35	 5,7	 200	 82	 R52x28	SO	 100	 20000	 270x225x165	 8,3
Golden	Magnum	 New!	 4.5(.177)	 150EGM45	 0,55	 8,5	 150	 85	 R52x28	SO	 100	 15000	 270x225x165	 8,6
Xtreme		 New!	 4.5(.177)	 150EXT45	 0,58	 9.0	 150	 95	 R52x28	SO	 100	 15000	 270x225x165	 9,6
Blue	Short	 New!	 4.5(.177)	 250EBS45	 0,41	 6,4	 250	 106	 R52x28	SO	 100	 25000	 270x225x165	 10,7
Green	Match	 New!	 4.5(.177)	 200EGM45	 0,28	 4,2	 200	 46	 R52x40	SO	 100	 20000	 270x225x165	 6,7
Pointed	Match	 New!	 4.5(.177)	 200EPM45	 0,25	 3,8	 200	 59	 R52x40	SO	 100	 20000	 270x225x165	 6,2
Green	Express	 New!	 5.5(.22)	 100EGE55	 0,67	 10,3	 100	 74	 R52x28	SO	 100	 10000	 270x225x165	 7,6
Red	Magnum	 New!	 5.5(.22)	 125ERM55	 1,08	 16,7	 125	 149	 R52x40	SO	 100	 12500	 270x225x165	 15,0

Summarized product information

1 row=15 cardboards
Max 6 rows
1000kg max

Standard packaging
The basic package is a labelled box. The selling and distribution pack-
age is a 3-layer cardboard box. Both, the basic and the selling and 
distribution packages are designed to protect the pellets and pre-
serve its quality.

Transport packaging
For land and overseas transportation of our products we use wood-
en Euro-pallets of 120 cm x 80 cm size. The load height of the pal-
lets is up to 70 cm, the maximum load weight is 1000 kg. Fully loaded 
Euro-pallet contains 90 cardboard boxes of airgun pellets. The card-
board boxes are properly secured by outer packaging.

Packaging & transportation solutions
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Notes

Packaging & transportation solutions
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Cos Ltd.
Nova ulica 1, Petišovci

SI-9220 Lendava
Slovenia (EU)

phone: +386 59 986 068  
fax: +386 25 788 274 

e-mail: info@coal.si
www.coal.si

www.the-airgun-pellets.com  
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